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Center and Periphery in Modern Chinese Literature and
Culture: An Introduction
現代中文文學與文化的「中心與邊緣」︰前言
Christopher LUPKE
陸敬思
Department of Foreign Languages and Cultures, Washington State University
華盛頓州立大學外國語言及文化系

The past three decades have seen unprecedented economic growth, social reformation, and
increased political clout for China and Chinese communities. In spite of the fact that it manifests
a strong central government, tightly controlled media apparatus, and steady urban population
influx, there are numerous centrifugal forces that tug at the Chinese social fabric, creating a
tension between the centers of cultural power such as Beijing and Shanghai and those on the
periphery, understood broadly to include minority voices within the PRC, ambiguous Chinese
enclaves such as Hong Kong and Taiwan, and other divisions such as class and gender. When I
first conceived of this special theme for an issue of the Journal of Modern Literature in Chinese,
itself an emblem of this centrifugal force by virtue of its home institution in Hong Kong and its
unique status as a journal that publishes scholarship in both English and Chinese, I was unsure
of but excited to see what sorts of responses we would get from the open call for papers. I am
pleased to say that the seven articles contained in this volume represent some of the best scholars
writing on Chinese literature, film and other aspects of contemporary Chinese culture, and their
work in many cases pushes the bounds of our intellectual rubric.
I have long been concerned with the problem of community in contemporary Chinese
cultural studies. Although we seldom discuss it in our scholarship, and although it is practically
never acknowledged in the scholarship in China, the problem of community is one of the truly
unavowed gorillas in the room when it comes to China. When I speak of the issue of community
I speak of the widely divergent Chinese communities that exist, particularly mainland China,
Hong Kong and Taiwan, each of which is vastly different from the others and in some ways
in conflict with its others. For in spite of these divergent communities, the Chinese state has
vowed to unify them one way or the other, and has made considerable progress toward carrying
that out in one instance – Hong Kong – in the past thirteen years, and is expressly committed
to eventual reunification with the other, Taiwan – again, one way or the other. The basis for the
desire and justification for this reunification is the opinion that Taiwan is part of the larger Chinese
community. Political narratives exist to defend or resist this seeming political inevitability, and in
fact the United States has its own narrative for its place within the overarching narrative; however,
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counter-narratives, such as the Taiwan independence movement, persist as well. My own interest
is in the literary narratives that explicitly or implicitly confront this unwieldy sense of a larger
Chinese community and its internal incompatibilities, works that refract or reflect but to some
extent pay oblique obeisance to the problem of nation-state. Can Chinese societies assert a sense
of community? This was the initial motivation on my part for this special issue on center and
periphery in contemporary Chinese literature and cultural production.
Rather than address more explicitly and overtly ideological formulations of the national
fabric, what intrigues me more is the way the issue of community and national identity has a way
of permeating all the literary recesses that a culture can produce in a given epoch. Any cultural
work would be worthy of consideration as one that grounds itself to some extent at least in a
certain attitude toward the notion of community, whether that is wish or fear. As such, this set
of essays necessarily raises issues about the relationship of center and periphery: how does the
center feel about the periphery? How does the periphery feel about the center? The tug of war
between the two is a crisis that is being willfully ignored by modern Chinese literary studies.
Most of us in this field focus on mainland Chinese literature, film, and cultural production. A
small number of us work on Chinese literature from Taiwan, some to the exclusion of work on
mainland China, some in addition to work on mainland China. But how are all these works and
all this scholarship intertwined? And why do we ignore these questions when the public discourse
indicates that it is an unavoidable issue?
I doubt the essays in this special journal issue will put these questions to rest, but in
embarking on this project the fundamental mission I assigned to the prospective contributors was
this: ideal essays will not solely focus on either the center or the periphery as a theme or motif
but will seek to reveal new insights about the dynamic between them. Crucial in my mind was
some sort of entanglement or at least interaction between the centrifugal and centripetal forces
of Chinese society. I am pleased to say that most of the essays have accomplished this mission.
In the cases of those that did not, it was clearly established in the essays the importance of, or let
us say the “centrality” of, (one could say the “necessity” of) the “peripheral” nature of the given
subject matter.
The issue begins with an ambitious and revolutionary re-reading of the now classic work
of “Chinese transnational cinema” Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon 臥虎藏龍 (dir. Ang Lee 李
安, 2000) by Nick Kaldis. Kaldis’ penetrating analysis of this multiple academy award winning
film centers on an issue at once seemingly so obvious and important that it is shocking that it
has hitherto been overlooked in the storied scholarship on this work. This theme is the racial
binarism that pervades the film and is the necessary platform, in Kaldis’ reckoning, on which
the production advances a new view of Chinese society as the peer in the global frame of first
world culture. Kaldis shows in his discussion that Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon presents the
audience with a bifurcated vision of Chinese society, broadly represented, composed of lawabiding Han Chinese whose decorous behavior is a model of civility, propriety, temperance,
equanimity, patience, acceptance, and good manners. This civility is epitomized in the film
by several characters, chiefly two of the major protagonists: Li Mubai 李慕白 and Yu Xiulien
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俞秀蓮. These two martial arts masters serve as models of exemplary behavior for the other
central characters in the narrative who are all of minority ethnicities, or races as Kaldis states,
in particular, Jen, the Manchu scion who bristles at the inevitability of an arranged marriage,
Dark Cloud, the central Asian bandit with whom Jen falls in love, and Jade Fox, the villain of
the film of unclear ethnic origin who is likened to a beast of some sort. In a brilliant and bound
to be influential intervention into the debate on the significance of this film, and in my opinion
his best work to date, Kaldis persuasively establishes that the racial binary set up in the film is
in fact a means by which it effects a conversion in the representation of China from that of an
object to be gazed upon into a subject that enjoys an epistemological power at parity with that
of the West. Saturated in Hollywood-style mise-en-scène elements, such as fine costume design,
vivid on-site location shooting, extra-diegetic music that cues the audience’s emotional responses,
and first world technical sophistication in lighting, camera work, and even computer graphics,
Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon is more than a martial arts film or even an auteur creation: it
is a statement on China’s social, political, cultural, and most of all, economic coming of age as
an equal participant in the global capitalist network. Kaldis shows how Ang Lee and his vast
production teams that spans the various Chinese communities telegraphs that coming of age
both by the sophisticated film form in which the work is rendered and in the subject matter that
utilizes a sort of Derridean scapegoat mechanism (this is my paraphrase of Kaldis’ argument) in
its representation of peripheral subjects to advance a freshly (re)minted vision of Han Chinese
identity at the center.
In the past twenty years, few Chinese authors could boast being more “central” than the
illustrious Shanghai-based female author Wang Anyi 王安憶. The daughter of Ru Zhijuan 茹志
鵑, one of the most established female writers of the Maoist Era, Wang is one of the bluebloods
of contemporary Chinese society. Of course, during the Anti-Rightist Campaign and the Cultural
Revolution (Wang grew up during the latter), a privileged family background was by no means an
asset. Persecuted for her urban intellectual upbringing, Wang was “sent down” to the countryside
for a lengthy period of time with other urban youth during the Rustication Movement of the 1970s.
But the combination of these two facets of her background – the intellectual family upbringing
and the “re-education” courtesy the Chinese Communist Party – have provided Wang Anyi with
abundant subject matter for her creative writing. Probing into the way she traces her family’s
ancestry into the deep recesses of China’s border region, Howard Choy makes a strong case
for the vacillation between center and periphery that marks her literary oeuvre. Most Chinese
readers naturally associate Wang Anyi with Shanghai, since she lives there and often, though
not exclusively, uses it as the geographical backdrop for her fiction. Choy unveils the fact that
Wang actually feels quite alienated from her immediate surroundings in China’s mercantile hub
both linguistically and socially. He observes that Wang’s grasp of the Shanghainese regional
language is not very strong, as her father never spoke it and her mother made a conscious choice
not to teach it to her daughter. The author arguably most associated with contemporary Shanghai,
then, actually feels emotionally distanced and in important ways shut off from the bustle of
metropolitan culture in the city in which she lives. This is played out both in the subject matter
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and the linguistic structure of some of her most important narrative works. Choy illustrates in
his essay how Wang’s work simultaneously exhibits “centering and decentering methodologies.”
Wang’s early works include excavations into the pasts of both her father and her mother. Her
father is a Singaporean “returned” Chinese émigré to the mainland. Her mother, though born
and raised in China, presumably contains in her lineage some non-Han Chinese ancestry that is
still evident in the vestige of her unusual surname “Ru.” As Wang Anyi pursues the origins of
both of her parents in separate narratives, however, she is confronted with receding mythologies
of identity. She is never able to confidently establish the genealogies of her parents, an affront
to the traditional Confucian obsession with ancestral worship, and the resultant identity crisis
that this instills in Wang informs her subsequent work. This background is essential to Choy’s
evocative reading of Wang Anyi’s major novel The Song of Everlasting Sorrow 長恨歌 (1995)
which comprises the latter half of his essay. It enables him to offer our reader a fresh and unique,
but trenchant and appropriate, interpretation of this important work. He argues that the work is in
effect an alternative historiography to the standard histories of Shanghai, a work that is alienated
from within by virtue of the marginal status of its heroine and the deterritorialized (my word)
nature of the language in which her life is depicted.
Vivian Lee’s investigation of the cinematic culture of Hong Kong as embodied in the work
of two very different filmmakers offers us a clear, almost diametrically opposed, contrast to that
laid out by Nick Kaldis in his discussion of Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon. Focusing on two
films by Samson Chiu Leung-chun 趙良駿 (Golden Chicken 金雞 [2002] and Golden Chicken 2
[2003]) and Fruit Chan’s 陳果 two disturbing migratory works Durian, Durian 榴槤飄飄 (2000)
and Hollywood, Hong Kong 香港有個荷里活 (2001) tear at the seam of any notion of a unified
Chinese identity. Hong Kong filmmakers, or let us say filmmakers who are determinedly invested
in highlighting the “ambivalences” and “multivalences” of Hong Kong culture, are in no way
interested in satisfying the desires a global visual audience may have for a nostalgic and romantic
vision of Chinese culture. Rather, their films relentlessly point to the conflicts that emerge from
the migration of Chinese subethnicities to Hong Kong and the desires of some in Hong Kong to
migrate out of the former colony. Each of the films that Lee deals with “posit the figure of the
migrant,” a figure on which the desires and fears of Hong Kong’s denizens may be inscribed
and reinscribed in different and interesting ways. As all the major characters in these four films
must confront the theme of migration (either because they themselves are migrants or because
they come in close contact with migrants), the films deal with the issue of center and periphery
head-on. The characters in the Golden Chicken pair, for example, epitomize the marginal status of
Hong Kong in the shadow of mainland China, and in some cases they also mirror Hong Kong’s
rags-to-riches rise economically, as well as its subsequent marginalization in the post-1997 era.
Fruit Chan’s films, as Lee notes at length, highlight the sometimes comical and sometimes lethal
effects that recent mainlander migrants can have on the majority culture Hong Kong inhabitants.
Durian, Durian features a character who migrates to Hong Kong and “succeeds” economically
while allowing her body to be ravaged through prostitution, a Faustian bargain that is the mark
of humiliation for her. She actually returns to northeastern China in the second half of the film
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where, ironically, her prosperity becomes the object of desire, envy and aspiration. She is forced
to conceal the exact nature of her migratory identity even as those around her probe unwittingly
into the secrets of her success in Hong Kong. Hollywood, Hong Kong reverses the perspective,
showing how the migratory figure of the young, mainland Chinese prostitute can have cataclysmic
consequences for the local population who are portrayed, at least partially, in a sympathetic light.
The exact nature of this young woman’s character remains somewhat of a mystery in the film, as
she blithely moves from the imitation Hollywood of an affluent Hong Kong apartment complex
to the real Hollywood of the United States while leaving in her wake destruction and discord.
Lee is spot on in her insight that in rendering this character to the screen, Fruit Chan refuses any
attempt on the part of the audience to “locate” her true identity.
When I set out on this project to solicit essays on contemporary Chinese culture that
foreground themes of center and periphery, I had thought that essays on Taiwan(ese) literature
and culture would be a natural fit for it. Given my own scholarship in Taiwan, I also assumed
that this project would be a logical attraction for others who work on Taiwan. I could have easily
envisioned an article on native Taiwanese literature that has been overlooked by the mainstream
Sinological community. Interestingly, the essay on Taiwan that stood out the most in my mind
was one that truly presses the theme of periphery more than any other in the issue, one that focuses
on the work of the Aboriginal cultural luminary Adaw Palaf 阿道．巴辣夫. Terrence Russell’s
description and analysis of Adaw Palaf’s forays into dramatic composition and performance
begins by convincingly arguing that for some types of cultural production it is critical to work
as much as possible totally within the “periphery” and to eschew the “center.” That Adaw Palaf
eventually accomplishes this in his cultural endeavors does not mean that he is unconscious of
the center’s oppressive existence or that a depiction of the struggle between center and periphery
would not be worthwhile. Rather, what Russell demonstrates is that it has become imperative for
indigenous groups to carve out a creative realm where performance and artistic creation can exist
entirely on the margin so that the periphery may “communicate with itself” – a matter, he argues,
that is necessary for their very survival in an age in which cultural diversity is co-opted and
denuded by majority cultures. So while admittedly theatre can be utilized as a counterhegemonic
message, helping to restore cultural identity and pride, the primary goal of Adaw Palaf’s theatre
projects are to speak directly to the local Amis ethnic group 阿美族 into which he was born
rather than to employ the dramatic performances in an effort to represent the group outward to
the general public, whether that be Taiwanese or even other indigenous entities in Taiwan. That
being said, the productions are by no means vague, subjective recreations of a romanticized
ethnic identity. An enormous amount of research energy on Adaw Palaf’s part, and on the part
of his production crew, has gone into the development of authentic recreations of traditional
cultural practices of the Amis, and the (Ab)original Dancers group which Adaw joined enlisted
the assistance of the anthropologist Hu Taili 胡台麗 as a consultant for some of their projects.
Although the goal of the theatre project has been to immerse themselves within the cultural
representation of the Amis themselves, in fashioning the various productions Adaw and the (Ab)
original Dancers have made aesthetic connections with other creative projects, such as Chung
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Chiao’s 鍾喬 “Assignment Theatre” 差事劇團 and the Kaliwat Theatre Collective in Mindanao.
They also have consulted Native American theatre projects. Nevertheless, in most ways their
theatre production has remained unique to the Amis in cultural references and the rituals that seek
to recreate on the stage.
Another essay that deals with performance, but in this case televised performance of the
dialogue-based comic genre known as xiaopin 小品, is Jin Liu’s work dissecting the “carnivalesque”
power dynamics attendant in humorous skits staged during the televised CCTV Spring Festival
Eve Galas done over a twenty year period. This annual television special is wildly popular with
the Chinese television audience, commanding an estimated 90% of all viewers. The xiaopin
analyzed in Liu’s essay present a perfect opportunity for the reader to examine the discursive
tug of war between center and periphery. Chinese state television views the cultural event as a
means through which among other things they can inculcate official ideology into the viewing
public. Conversely, the writers and performers of the humorous skits seize this chance to poke
fun at the establishment, the elite, the central authorities, and, most of all, mainstream culture.
The Mandarin Chinese normally spoken on CCTV broadcasts, for example, is so sanitized and
manicured, so “standardized,” that it ironically exists nowhere but on television. The hilarity of
the skits often hinge upon well known television personalities with their standard Mandarin and
mainstream deportment being placed in the role of straight man to the comic and transgressive
genius of interlocutors who are cast in the role of country bumpkins, complete with regional
accents and vocabulary generously salted with local nomenclature. The irreverent tone that these
skits adopt certainly does make forays into forbidden and taboo realms but does not undermine the
authority of the Chinese Communist Party. In fact, by gently mocking establishment attitudes and
mannerisms, and by inventing characters that reflect the roughly hewn textures of rural Chinese
society, the sketches illustrate the potential fragility of China’s social fabric in non-threatening
ways that acknowledge inherent social problems but do not allow their dangers to get out of
hand. It is precisely the ambiguity of the references to these fault lines in society that make the
short pieces so funny to the audience. It is as if the massive audience is sharing in one enormous
inside joke. The pieces do not intend to destroy hierarchical structure; they merely point out
their flaws. By observing and enjoying them, the audience is perhaps better able to accept their
inexorability in real life. In this sense, the skits fortify the established hierarchy and serve as a
“permissible subversive performative act,” as Liu terms them. Liu’s essay teases out the intricate
entanglements that occur in the interaction between the more subversive rural characters and the
establishment characters through the use of Bakhtin’s theory of the carnival as well as through
the cogent use of linguistic theory. Her essay is thereby able to complement the others by offering
the reader a linguistic approach to the problem of center and periphery not present in any of the
other articles.
For a completely different approach to the problem, we turn to Fengying Ming’s Chinese
language essay on the late Qing author Bao Tianxiao 包天笑. Ming’s essay configures the
issue of center and periphery along the diachronic lines that illustrate how the historical shift
from dynastic Chinese literature culture to the modern era was not an even or smooth one but
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one that included outposts of conservative cultural production that nevertheless sought to give
expression to modern crises such as marriage and free will. Bao could be considered as perhaps
the most prominent and last of the great traditional novelists. However, his narrative works, while
structured according to the model of traditional fiction, actually depicted characters in decidedly
“modern” predicaments. His stories pulsate with the confrontations that preoccupy the transition
from tradition to modernity in China and often make the individuals in them the embodiment
of this painful and uneasy transition. Bao also assumed the position of a professional writer
who produced his works for an income and who self-consciously, even unabashedly, looked for
monetary profit in his literary endeavors. Ming does an admirable job of contrasting him with
the most important modern intellectual of the day who rejected the structural confines of the
traditional novel – Liang Qichao 梁啟超. But in her nuanced and subtle reading of his work,
Ming illustrates how complex the early modern era in China actually was. While Bao used his
work of fiction to create a rejoinder to the more politically progressive Liang, his work was also
a reaction to Liang’s challenge against traditional fiction. Bao took the concept of new fiction
from Liang and used it to ironically rejuvenate and revitalize the traditional mode of writing
novels. The results of his work actually raise important and difficult questions about the function
of the novel and the place of the novel in society. Is fiction to be pressed into the service of
the emerging nation state, as Liang would have it? Or is it a means of pure entertainment and
escape? Bao’s work navigates a careful path between these two poles, providing entertainment
for his readership, profits for himself, and still invoking poignant issues of the day such as the
stubborn persistence of arranged marriage, the question of honoring chaste widowhood, and the
pain caused by restrictive social mores saddled onto ordinary people in their everyday lives. His
work was perhaps to some extent unwittingly provocative, for what was promoted as leisure
reading for the emerging bourgeois middle class in urban enclaves such as Shanghai and Beijing
actually did address ethical conundrums that were on the minds of the people.
This special issue concludes with an essay by Jennifer Feeley on the contemporary Hong
Kong woman poet Yau Ching 游靜, an author whose works are simultaneously written in Chinese
and English. Yau’s unique work straddles the boundaries of West and East, global political
economy and local color, and nationalist identity and interrogating alternatives to the nation state.
Her poems are eerily discomfiting examples of displacement and restlessness. They resist any
attempt to fix her in a stable spatial frame. They are, in fact, peregrinations that chart the extremes
of Chinese culture linguistically and imagistically. Yau’s work chafes at strategies of reading that
identify her as a Chinese poet, and yet they are assiduously unwilling to glorify the notion of
Hong Kong as an alternative home as well. Feeley’s exposition of her work sagaciously employs
the rigorous critiques of Allen Chun and Rey Chow as a way to illustrate the poet’s frustration
with the oppressive idea of “Chineseness.” Feeley is particularly adept at demonstrating how
Yau’s poetry refuses to resort to a global chauvinism or nostalgic conjuring of visions of the
British colonial past to provide a counterweight to the encroaching presence of Han nationalism.
Just as the reader is not treated to a romance with the emerging power of cultural China in her
poetry, one also finds no safe or comfortable refuge in the high culture of Anglocentrism. The
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effect of the poetry is to create a mood of “linguistic homelessness,” a “site of indigestion” as her
poetry, like that of other Hong Kong poets and intellectuals, bespeaks the “double impossibility”
of identifying with either the colonizer’s culture of Western imperialism or the alienating and
alienated culture of her cousins to the north. This impossibility to position herself due to a plural
kind of identity is therefore best conveyed to the reader in poems that are conceived in both
Chinese and English, a strange, highly evocative, and unique style of writing wherein translation
becomes an inherent literary device rather than a tool for rearticulating the poem for a different
type of reader. It is precisely the reader caught in between identities who is the target for Yau’s
hybrid verse. The analysis of her poems form an apt conclusion for this volume on the theme
of center and periphery in Chinese culture because they perform before our eyes the opposing
actions of centripetal and centrifugal pull. In doing so they crystallize in literature the ultimate
impossibility of either center or periphery in this vexing age.
To sum up, this collection of seven diverse essays amount to much more than solely the
exploration of diversity. Most of the pieces illustrate an internal oppositional polemic between
the center and the periphery. In the one case where such a polemic does not obtain, the author
has made a convincing case for the necessity of the artists whom he features to saturate their
realm with, let us call it, a marginal poetics of indigenous culture. When I set out to edit this
special issue of JMLC, I envisioned that there would be at least one essay on work from Taiwan.
I had not anticipated that it would be on aboriginal drama, but I am pleased that it turned out
that way. The collected whole of this work spans a broad spectrum of cultural material from
the totally non-Han Chinese to a treatment of xiaopin that puts regional culture into immediate
juxtaposition with the most mainstream, dominant cultural modes imaginable. The films that are
dissected in this special issue also run the gamut from mainstream productions comprising the
elite of Chinese filmmaking from throughout China, Taiwan and Hong Kong to a more “popular”
level director in Fruit Chan whose radical localism navigates the alleyways and tenements of
inner city Kowloon. History is pondered on a personal level in the literary works of Wang Anyi,
in a metaphorical fashion in Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon, and is incorporated into the text
as a literary device in the fiction of Bao Tianxiao. Each of the articles raises issues regarding
the cohesion of Chinese societ(ies) and in so doing exemplifies the perhaps irredeemable fact
of Chinese culture’s centrifugal force even as the political center seeks to assert a centripetal
force to keep the diverse and potentially subversive modes of cultural production in modern and
contemporary China in check.※
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